
#

26

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6010 210 N/A N/A 32.00 8 5/8 N/A N/A N/A 120 20

TAPES VIEWED 2017: @NYJ 10/29, DAL 11/12, @SEA 11/20, TB 11/26, CAR 12/31

Started 6 out of 40 games in his three-year NFL career. Drafted 73rd overall in 2015 by the Atlanta Falcons. Played for HC 

Dan Quinn all three years, along with OC Kyle Shanahan in 2015 and 2016, while playing under OC Steve Sarkisian in

2017 in Shotgun/Pistol system operating RPOs. Used primarily as a role player on 41.1% of offensive snaps in Zone/

Power/ Gap run schemes. Solid height and weight with defined muscular frame with length favoring lower body. Very

good AA, initial quickness, long speed, explosiveness, and good agility. Solid mental processing on Gap and IZ runs,

identifies cut-back lanes, reads offensive alignment pre-snap to be able to mirror his footwork with his OL. Displays good

suddenness to make good cut-backs or bounce to the outside when Gap assignments break down. Good COD in the 1st

and 2nd level with solid use of good body fakes and head gestures to hinder defender’s chances of wrap up tackles. Solid

play strength, lowers shoulders, leverages speed and acceleration to use momentum and ground generated power to

engage contact, keeping feet moving through contact, displaying good competitive toughness to gain yards after contact

showing solid ability as a finisher. Good ball security showing improvement from 2015 with 3 fumbles to just 1 in 2016

and 2017. Solid as a receiver in the flat and on short routes such as drags, slants and swing routes. Displays adequate pad

level, exposing chest and upper body to big hits due to an upright running style in open space. Adequate patience in the

first level, initial quickness to the hole is premature to the development of gap assignments on IZ and pistol runs.

Adequate creativity to maneuver and navigate through traffic, in the second level. Adequate vision, relies on quickness

and AA too often instead of keeping his head up and eyes scanning to route the best lane, not allowing OL to setup the

second level. In pass protection, is a willing blocker, loses leverage due to lack of knee bend and play strength. Gets

overpowered by DL moving laterally with sustained edge and interior momentum and power. Overall is a very good role

RB with the capability of being a solid starter given the opportunity. Excels in a Zone/Gap/Power scheme. Has the AA and

body control to be most effective on IZ/OZ runs and as a reliable receiver in short yardage situations.

KEY STATS 2017- Tied for second in team TDs (5) Third on the team with yards from scrimmage (927) 

Improved in almost every statistical category each year from 2015- 2017. 

MEASURABLES

BEST AA, Burst, Explosion, Balance, Play Speed 

WORST Patience, Pass Blocking, Pad Level 

 PROJECTION
Good RB as a role player that can be a solid starter if given the opportunity. AA, play speed and 

explosion benefit his ability to be a playmaker once in the second and third level. Would benefit 

from a run-and-shoot offense. 

SCHEME FIT
A system that incorporates IZ/OZ schemes and pistol formations. Would benefit from a run-and-

shoot offense that would use him in short yardage situations as a receiver

SUMMARY

INJURIES

2013 – Ankle Sprain (Missed 3 games) 2014 – Toe Fracture (No games missed) 2015 –Hamstring 

Strain ( Missed 2 games) / Slipped in shower and hit his head, diagnosed with grade 2 concussion ( 

Missed 2 games) 2016 – Hamstring Sprain (Missed 3 games) 2017 – Grade 1 concussion ( Missed 

1 game) 

Indiana (INUN)
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

40 6 29 73% RB

15 - 3rd - ATL Atlanta Falcons

RB Coleman, Tevin 4/16/93 (24) DiRienzo, Jason

COLLEGE YEAR - RD - TEAM TEAM 
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